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Abstract—Massive Internet of Things (IoT) networks have a
wide range of applications, including but not limited to the
rapid delivery of emergency and disaster messages. Although
various benchmark algorithms have been developed to date for
message delivery in such applications, they pose several practical
challenges such as insufficient network coverage and/or highly
redundant transmissions to expand the coverage area, resulting
in considerable energy consumption for each IoT device. To
overcome this problem, we first characterize a new performance
metric, forwarding efficiency, which is defined as the ratio of
the coverage probability to the average number of transmissions
per device, to evaluate the data dissemination performance more
appropriately. Then, we propose a novel and effective forwarding
method, fishbone forwarding (FiFo), which aims to improve the
forwarding efficiency with acceptable computational complexity.
Our FiFo method completes two tasks: 1) it clusters devices
based on the unweighted pair group method with the arithmetic
average; and 2) it creates the main axis and sub axes of each
cluster using both the expectation-maximization algorithm for
the Gaussian mixture model and principal component analysis.
We demonstrate the superiority of FiFo by using a real-world
dataset. Through intensive and comprehensive simulations, we
show that the proposed FiFo method outperforms benchmark
algorithms in terms of the forwarding efficiency.

Index Terms—Coverage probability, fishbone forwarding, for-
warding efficiency, Internet of Things (IoT), cellular-aided data
dissemination framework

I. Introduction

W ITH the rapid increase in a massive number of devices,
the Internet of Things (IoT) is envisioned to enable

many types of communication services and applications such
as autonomous driving, factory automation, and flying drone
networking [1], [2], [3]. A massive IoT network connects
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Fig. 1: A service scenario for message dissemination based
on D2D communications between IoT devices with a built-
in chipset capable of cellular communications in massive IoT
networks.

numerous physical devices and provides reliable wireless
connectivity and autonomous management between these IoT
devices. In this respect, massive IoT networks are expected to
play a key role in innovating traditional industries and bringing
significant benefits to society in the future.

To support reliable wireless connectivity between things
without the intervention of human and central controllers (e.g.,
an IoT gateway) in IoT use cases, such as disaster alarms,
military applications, and mobile advertisements, device-to-
device (D2D) communications have received considerable
attention. When a D2D technology is exploited in a massive
IoT network, the behavior of this network is similar to that of a
typical mobile ad hoc network. Accordingly, rapid and efficient
data dissemination (or equivalently, message forwarding) is
one of the most important and fundamental research topics in
the field of massive IoT networks.

Data dissemination has been designed primarily to max-
imize coverage probability and/or minimize duplicate trans-
missions [4]. For example, in emergency and disaster alarm
services, alarm messages must be delivered to all neighbors as
soon as possible [5]. In particular, when IoT gateways are not
working temporarily owing to disasters, sudden faults, or data
traffic concentrations, messages should be delivered quickly
using other communication strategies such as wireless D2D
communications [4], [6]. In other words, D2D communication
could be a good option for reliable and low-latency trans-
missions in such urgent situations. Fig. 1 describes a service
scenario for message dissemination based on D2D communi-
cations between IoT devices with a built-in chipset capable
of cellular communications, such as mobile devices, wear-
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able devices, and the city infrastructure, including CCTVs,
streetlights, traffic lights, utility metering, and bicycles. Our
scenario is valid especially when IoT gateways, such as base
stations, do not work properly owing to a natural disaster.
Upon detecting an urgent situation, a disaster management
server transmits an emergency message to a cellular network.
The cellular network forwards messages to IoT devices within
the coverage of a normal base station. Subsequently, through
consecutive broadcasts of the devices, the message could be
delivered to all the IoT devices that are disconnected from the
cellular network.

In disaster and emergency situations, it is crucial for IoT
devices over a given network to reliably receive as much data
as possible. To this end, it is necessary to design data dissem-
ination approaches to maximize coverage probability, which
is defined as the message reception ratio in the underlying
network. The best strategy for coverage probability maximiza-
tion is to unconditionally forward messages received from
neighboring devices, regardless of the number of message
transmissions. For example, in epidemic routing [7], devices
broadcast messages received from neighboring devices until
the entire network area is covered. However, such excessive
broadcasting utilizes a large amount of transmitting power
owing to the numerous message transmissions and receptions,
thus resulting in a severe waste of batteries in IoT devices.
Consequently, the application of data dissemination between
low-power IoT devices is significantly limited.

To overcome this problem, our study characterizes a new
performance metric, forwarding efficiency, which is defined
as the ratio of coverage probability to the average number of
transmissions per device. This new metric enables us to more
appropriately evaluate the performance of data dissemination
in massive IoT networks. For example, let us consider two
different data dissemination algorithms. Fig. 2 illustrates the
data dissemination map added when epidemic routing [7] and
another algorithm leading to a high forwarding efficiency are
employed. It can be observed that as shown in Fig. 2(a),
most of the devices participate in message forwarding when
epidemic routing is used, which is in sharp contrast to the
case where an algorithm with high forwarding efficiency
is used because only parts of the devices are active for
transmissions (see Fig. 2(b)). Our aim is to design a high-
forwarding-efficiency algorithm suitable for low-power IoT
use cases while guaranteeing low computational complexity.
The forwarding efficiency jointly considers the network-wide
energy consumption and coverage probability so that it can
be one of the most important performance metrics in massive
IoT networks. In particular, because energy consumption is
closely related to the number of transmissions and receptions,
reducing message duplicates can contribute to an increase in
network-wide energy efficiency.

In this paper, we propose a novel data dissemination
framework, fishbone forwarding (FiFo), which improves for-
warding efficiency without causing the problem of compu-
tational complexity issues for massive IoT networks. FiFo
utilizes the location information of users obtained from cellular
systems. Based on location information, FiFo performs the
following two steps. First, devices in the underlying network

(a) Epidemic routing (b) Algorithm with a high for-
warding efficiency

Fig. 2: Data dissemination maps where the IoT devices with
and without participation in message forwarding are marked
with a red circle (‘•’) and a black circle (‘•’), respectively.
Here, a source device is marked with a green cross (‘×’).

are clustered based on the unweighted pair group method
with arithmetic average (UPGMA) [8]. Second, a fishbone
discovery strategy is employed. This strategy is divided into
two phases: 1) creation of the main axis and 2) creation of
the sub axes. The main axis and sub axes of each cluster cor-
respond to the spine and thorns of the fishbone, respectively,
and are created by using both the expectation-maximization
(EM) algorithm for the Gaussian mixture model (GMM) and
principal component analysis (PCA).

To numerically validate the performance of the proposed
FiFo method over benchmark data dissemination methods,
we perform comprehensive numerical evaluations using a
real-world dataset. The experimental results demonstrate that
our FiFo method significantly outperforms all benchmark
algorithms with respect to forwarding efficiency. Moreover,
motivated by the observation that the transmission range
covered by IoT devices may be limited owing to potential
coverage holes, we consider the case where an additional
relay is deployed as a replenishment step built upon the FiFo
method, which enables us to forward messages to devices
within each coverage hole. From the replenishment step, we
show that when our FiFo method is used, the enhancement
of the coverage probability is noticeable by adding only one
additional relay while still achieving the highest forwarding
efficiency among all methods. Finally, we empirically show
that our FiFo method exhibits acceptable runtime complexity
compared with other benchmark methods.

Our contributions are summarized as follows:

• We propose a holistic topology-aware data dissemination
framework for massive IoT networks that effectively
acquire urgent and crucial information such as device
locations and disaster information in urgent situations.

• We develop a novel analytical technique that discovers
forwarding paths in the shape of a fishbone based on
analyzing the network-wide device distribution. The pro-
posed fishbone-shaped forwarding enables us to perform
efficient and rapid data dissemination by reducing the
number of duplicate relays and their overlapping coverage
regions.
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• Through intensive performance evaluation, we demon-
strate that FiFo outperforms the existing algorithms such
as epidemic routing [7], broadcast incremental power
(BIP) [9], probabilistic flooding (PF) [10], [11], and
neighbor-based probabilistic broadcast (NPB) [12] with
respect to forwarding efficiency. Furthermore, we discuss
the performance behavior of several FiFo variants to
compare the performance of the proposed FiFo with
various topology-aware broadcasting strategies exploiting
the status of neighboring nodes.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In
Section II, we present key requirements motivated by efficient
and rapid data dissemination in massive IoT networks. We then
provide an overview of the FiFo data dissemination framework
in Section III and explain the technical details in Section IV.
In Section V, we describe a real-world dataset. Comprehensive
numerical results are presented in Section VI. In Section VII,
we present prior studies related to our work. Finally, we
provide a summary and concluding remarks in section VIII.

II. Motivation

In this section, we address the motivation of our study
by identifying two key requirements for rapid and efficient
data dissemination in massive IoT networks. Based on these
requirements, we design an energy-efficient fishbone-shaped
forwarding strategy, called FiFo, as explained in Sections III
and IV. These two essential requirements are described as
follows.

A. Full Topology-Aware Data Dissemination

To deliver emergency messages to all devices in a timely
manner, it is crucial to judiciously determine the relay devices.
A simple method is epidemic routing [7] in which all de-
vices rebroadcast messages received from neighboring devices.
However, this method yields severe energy waste because
each device must perform many unnecessary transmissions
and receptions. Owing to the heavy traffic generated by the
concurrent transmissions of adjacent devices over the same
radio channel in epidemic routing, many collisions occur.
Packet collisions can lead to undesired retransmissions that
exacerbate the energy inefficiency problem, and worse, mes-
sages may not be delivered successfully. To alleviate this
problem, in a recent study, NPB [12] introduced a method that
selects relay devices in a stochastic manner while considering
the number of devices not receiving the message. However,
it is not easy to forward a message efficiently to widely
distributed devices because, in selecting a relay device, only
the surrounding network topology is utilized rather than the
entire topology. Therefore, we herein develop a novel data
dissemination algorithm that takes advantage of the topological
information of the entire network, which enables messages to
be delivered to almost all devices with high energy efficiency.

(a) IoT device discovery within the cellular coverage upon detecting
the disaster at the FiFo controller

(b) Fishbone-shaped forwarding path analysis based on the device
distribution

(c) Data dissemination based on IoT relays selected to forward data
along the fishbone-shaped forwarding path

Fig. 3: An overview of the proposed FiFo framework.

B. Efficient Forwarding Information Acquisition

Network-wide topological information can be exploited in
massive IoT networks to efficiently find forwarding paths.
Recent work on wireless sensor networks (WSNs) aims to
devise an energy-efficient forwarding algorithm [13]. To this
end, a source with a centralized controller collects information
regarding the energy level of each node, which is embedded
into the sensor data to be exchanged. However, this method
requires considerable time to gather information from all
devices as the network grows in scale. Furthermore, in the case
of variations in the network topology, the collected information
may be useless. To efficiently and quickly obtain forwarding
information, we design a cellular-aided data dissemination
framework that utilizes device locations periodically tracked
for mobility management in cellular networks [14], [15].

III. FiFo Overview

FiFo is a new cellular-aided data dissemination framework
for rapidly and efficiently disseminating a message to all the
devices in massive IoT networks, as shown in Fig. 3. FiFo
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makes use of the location information of devices, which is
periodically collected by the key entity of cellular systems,
such as the mobility management entity (MME) in LTE
and the access and mobility management function (AMF) in
5G [16]. Based on the location information, FiFo performs two
key functions for fast and efficient forwarding in massive IoT
networks: 1) forwarding path analysis and 2) data dissemina-
tion to spread a message to all devices based on the analyzed
forwarding path.

When the FiFo controller receives an emergency message
from the disaster management server, it first searches for
devices that no longer receive a cellular service because of the
failure of base stations. This procedure can be performed sim-
ply by identifying devices within the coverage of faulty base
stations. Then, using the location information of the devices
obtained from the AMF, we analyze the established forwarding
paths in the shape of a fishbone, which enable us to maximize
the forwarding coverage with high energy efficiency. Based on
the analyzed forwarding path, the controller judiciously selects
a set of relay devices and delivers an emergency message
with information about the selected relays via the user plane
function (UPF). A device chosen as the relay rebroadcasts the
received message to neighboring devices.

When analyzing the fishbone-shaped forwarding path, the
controller first groups the devices (i.e., clustering) in terms
of their geographical positions. The reason is that, while it is
better to extend one route between adjacent devices, for users
who are far away, it can be more efficient to create additional
routes. After clustering, to generate a forwarding skeleton
according to the distribution of each cluster, the controller
finds the main axis (i.e., a spine) and sub axes (i.e., thorns)
by analyzing the dispersion degree of the distribution in the
two-dimensional domain. This analysis is performed using
PCA which utilizes the distribution characterized by the EM
algorithm with the GMM. Finally, the controller selects relay
devices to forward messages along the forwarding skeleton.

Once a set of relays is determined, the FiFo controller
begins to propagate the emergency message, including the
relay information, through the normal IoT gateway. When a
device in the coverage area of the IoT gateway receives the
message, the device checks whether it has been selected as a
relay. If selected, then the relay device transmits the message
to the neighboring devices by excluding itself from the relay-
device information. If not selected, then the device does not
send a message.

IV. FiFo Framework

We describe the fishbone-shaped forwarding path analysis
and data dissemination algorithm of FiFo in detail.

A. Forwarding Path Analysis

We present our FiFo method in massive IoT networks,
which is composed of three phases: 1) device clustering, 2)
creation of a main axis, and 3) creation of sub axes.

(a) Before clustering (b) After clustering

Fig. 4: IoT-device clustering based on the UPGMA over a
down-town region in New York City, having an area of 8km2,
where the x- and y-coordinates represent the longitude and
latitude, respectively.

1) Phase 1: Device Clustering: In Phase 1 of the FiFo
method, we perform device clustering based on the UP-
GMA [8], which is a simple agglomerative hierarchical clus-
tering strategy built upon the matrix of pairwise distances
between users in the underlying network. In our study, to
build a matrix of pairwise distances using the Twitter dataset,
we adopt the Mahalanobis distance DM(pi,p j), which is a
generalized squared interpoint distance between two positions
pi and p j. where pi ∈ �

2 denotes the geographical position of
user i in the Cartesian coordinate system. Then, DM(pi,p j) is
represented as

DM(pi,p j) =

√(
pi − p j

)
Σ−1

(
pi − p j

)T
, (1)

where Σ is the sample covariance matrix of user locations over
the network and T is the transpose of a vector. Using a dis-
similarity matrix constructed from equation (1), the UPGMA
enables us to build a rooted dendrogram. In each step of the
UPGMA, the nearest two clusters are combined into a high-
level cluster. The overall procedure of the UPGMA algorithm
is as follows.
(a) Find a pair (i, j) of two elements with the smallest

distance in the dissimilarity matrix;
(b) Construct a new high-level cluster k comprising the two

elements i and j;
(c) Update the distance between the new cluster k and other

elements;
(d) Remove the elements i and j and then add the new cluster

k into the tree;
(e) If i and j were the last 2 clusters, then this procedure is

terminated. Otherwise, go back to the first step.
Fig. 4 shows the clustering result using the UPGMA al-

gorithm, where the real-world dataset obtained via Twitter
corresponding to the downtown region in New York City
with an area of 8km2 is used (see Section V for more
details). In the figure, the x- and y-coordinates represent the
longitude and latitude, respectively, and for the numerical
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(a) Creation of the main axis (b) Creation of sub axes

Fig. 5: Discovery procedure of the main axis and sub axes for
the largest cluster shown in Fig. 4.

evaluation, the map in the figure is resized to 8, 700 × 8, 700.
Figs. 4(a) and 4(b) illustrate the device distributions before
and after clustering, respectively, when the number of clusters
is assumed to be three. The entire region is divided into three
clusters, including the upper left (smallest cluster), middle
(largest cluster), and lower right, each of which is marked
by its unique color.

2) Phases 2 and 3: Discovering a Fishbone: In this sub-
section, we present our fishbone discovery strategy, which is
partitioned into the following two phases: 1)creation of the
main axis and 2)creation of sub axes. Note that the main
axis and sub axes correspond to the spines and thorns of the
fishbone, respectively. Fig. 5 shows an illustrative example
of the overall procedure of fishbone discovery for the largest
cluster shown in Fig. 4. As depicted in Fig. 5(a), the main
axis of the largest cluster is represented as the major axis
of the ellipse. After discovering the main axis, we also find
sub axes that are perpendicular to the main axis, as shown in
Fig. 5(b). Here, in Fig. 5, points (corresponding to IoT devices)
belonging to different clusters are marked with different colors.
Furthermore, in Fig. 5(b), IoT devices belonging to different
forwarding regions partitioned according to the sub axes
(i.e., devices with different subaxis groups) are marked with
different colors.

Creation of a main axis: After clustering the devices based
on the UPGMA, we aim to discover the main axis in phase 2
of the FiFo method. To this end, we need to find the centroid,
covariance matrix, and eigenvector of each cluster. Here, the
centroid indicates the center point of a cluster. If we find the
eigenvector of the corresponding cluster, then all devices are
projected onto the eigenvector of the target group such that
the main axis is found.

In our study, we perform an EM algorithm in the context of
the GMM in order to find both the centroid and the covariance
matrix of each cluster. The centroid and covariance matrix are
calculated using the locations of the devices in each cluster,
where the centroid and covariance matrix for the kth cluster are
denoted as µk and σk, respectively. Then, we compute both the
eigenvalue and eigenvector of each cluster through PCA using
the covariance matrix, where the eigenvalue and eigenvector
for the kth cluster are denoted as λk and vk, respectively.
The EM algorithm consists of an E-step, which calculates
the expectation value for log-likelihood parameters as an

estimate of the parameters, and an M-step, which calculates
parameters maximizing the expected log-likelihood parameters
obtained from the E-step. We assume that the geographical
positions of users are a multivariate normal distribution of
a 2-dimensional random vector Xi ∈ �

2. First, the marginal
probability P(Xi = x) using GMM can be expressed as

P(Xi = x) =

K∑
k=1

πk · N (Xi = x| µk,Σk) , (2)

where µk and Σk are the mean and variance, respectively, of the
kth Gaussian distributionN(·), and πk is the mixing coefficient.
In (2), conditional probability P (Xi| µk,Σk) is expressed as
follows:

P (Xi| µk,Σk) =
1

√
2 · πk |Σk |

exp
(
−

1
2

Σ−1
k (x − µk)2

)
. (3)

Here,
∑K

k=1 πk = 1 and 0 ≤ πk ≤ 1, where 0 and 1 represent
all-zero and all-one vectors, respectively. Using (2) and (3),
the log-likelihood function is given by

ln P(Xi| πk, µk,Σk) =

N∑
i=1

ln

 K∑
k=i

πk · N (Xi = x| µk,Σk)

. (4)

Using (2)–(4), the E-step and M-step are alternately per-
formed as follows:
• E-step (expectation): With the current µk and Σk, the

posterior probability γ (zk) can be calculated by

γ (zk) =
πk · N (Xi = x| µk,Σk)∑K
j=1 π j · N

(
Xi = x| µ j,Σ j

) , (5)

where γ (zk) indicates the probability that Xi = x belongs
to the kth cluster and zk is the latent variable.

• M-step (maximization): The parameters µ̂k, Σ̂k, and π̂k

are recalculated to maximize the expected log-likelihood
as follows.

µ̂k =
1

Nk

N∑
i=1

γ (zk) Xi (6)

Σ̂k =
1

Nk

N∑
i=1

γ (zk) (Xi − µ̂k) (Xi − µ̂k)T (7)

π̂k =
Nk

N
, (8)

where Nk represents
∑N

i=1 γ (zk). Then, we iterate the E-
step and M-step until convergence.

After finding the centroid and covariance matrix of each
cluster through the EM algorithm in the context of the GMM,
we calculate the eigenvalue and eigenvector of each cluster
using PCA, which is a widely used dimensionality reduction
technique [17], [18]. PCA uses an orthogonal transformation
to convert a set of devices of possibly correlated variables into
a set of values of linearly uncorrelated variables, the so-called
principal components. The first principal component has the
largest possible variance, and each succeeding component, in
turn, has the highest variance while maintaining orthogonality
with the preceding components. For example, in the proposed
FiFo method, the main axis can be determined by calculating
the eigenvectors and eigenvalues of the covariance matrix Σk
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(a) Main axis for the
largest cluster

(b) Rotation of the
main axis by 90◦

(c) Partitioning the
sub axes

Fig. 6: Discovery of sub axes for the largest cluster.

(a) Partitioned sub axes (b) Relay node selection

Fig. 7: Relay node selection in each sub axis region.

of the largest cluster, which includes most devices (see Fig. 5).
Then, eigenvalue λk and eigenvector vk can be determined
according to the following equation:

(Σk − λk · I) vk = 0, (9)

where I denotes the identity matrix.
Creation of sub axes: In Phase 3 of the FiFo method, we are
interested in creating sub axes for the given main axis. To this
end, we present the following three steps: (i) determination of
the forwarding region according to the sub axes, (ii) selection
of relay devices, and (iii) search for the rotation angle.

Fig. 6 illustrates the method used to determine the for-
warding region after discovering the main axis for the largest
cluster, as shown in Fig. 4. To make the design tractable, we
rotate the main axis such that the initial angle of the sub axes
is set as 90 ◦, as shown in Fig. 6(b). It should be noted that
this angle can be adaptively changed according to the device
distribution of each cluster. Then, the main axis is divided such
that the entire forwarding region is partitioned into disjoint
sub-areas, each of which has twice the transmission range.
Fig. 6(c) illustrates the set of partitioned forwarding regions
according to the sub axes when the angle of the sub axes is
set to 90 ◦.
Relay device selection: After the forwarding regions and sub
axes are determined, we focus on selecting relay devices in
order to forward messages in each region. Along with Fig. 7,
we elaborate on the relay-device selection step in each sub-
axis region, where green devices serve as the selected relays
and a red device is the destination. As previously mentioned,
Fig. 7(a) shows the set of partitioned forwarding regions

Fig. 8: Coverage probability according to the rotation angle of
the main axis.

Algorithm 1 FiFo

# Input
1: {p1, · · · ,p|N|}
# Output
2: MainAxis, {S ubAxes(k)}Kk=1
# Clustering
3: for i = 1 : |N| do
4: for j = 1 : |N| do
5: Compute the Mahalanobis distance DM(pi,p j)
6: end for
7: end for
8: {U1, · · · ,UK} ← UPGMA({DM(·, ·)})
# Fishbone discovery
9: for k = 1 : K do

10: (µk,Σk) ← GMM(Uk)
11: MainAxis ← PCA(µk,Σk,Uk)
12: Search for the rotation angle for creating sub axes
13: Compute ksub, # of sub axes in cluster k
14: for k̃ = 1 : 2ksub do
15: (µk̃,Σk̃) ← GMM(Uk̃)
16: S ubAxes(k) ← PCA(µk̃,Σk̃,Uk̃)
17: end for
18: end for

according to the sub axes, each with twice the transmission
range. Fig. 7(b) illustrates the set of selected relays for a
certain partitioned forwarding region (i.e., a disjoint sub-area).
In the sub-area, we select the first relay device such that
the selected relay is not only farthest from the main axis
but also nearest to the sub-axis among the relays within
the transmission range, whose center is along the main axis,
as depicted in Fig. 7(b). Then, we select the second relay
device that is farthest from the main axis and nearest to the
sub-axis out of all the relays within the transmission range,
with a center at the first selected relay. This procedure is
repeated until the destination is reached. This relay device
selection enables us to significantly reduce the overlap of the
transmission ranges of devices while enhancing the coverage
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(a) 80◦ (b) 90◦ (c) 100◦

Fig. 9: Node groups on sub axes according to the variation in the rotation angle of the main axis.

(a) 80◦ (b) 90◦ (c) 100◦

Fig. 10: Creation of sub axes according to the variation in the rotation angle of the main axis.

probability.

Motivated by our empirical finding that coverage probability
depends heavily on the rotation angle of the main axis in each
cluster (see Fig. 8), we introduce a method for searching for
the rotation angle of the main axis, which enables us to create
different sub axes.

Fig. 9 shows the variation in the devices on the sub axes
for the largest cluster in Fig. 4 when the rotation angles of the
main axis are 80 ◦, 90 ◦, and 100 ◦. The different background
colors represent the sub-axis groups according to the transmis-
sion range and rotation angle of the main axis. Fig. 10 also
shows how the sub axes are created according to the given
rotation angles in Fig. 9. Now, we revisit Fig. 8, which shows
the coverage probability versus rotation angle of the sub axes
from the main axis. The empirical findings reveal that the
performance of the coverage probability can be significantly
changed according to the values of the rotation angle. It is
observed that the maximum coverage probability is obtained
when the rotation angle is set to 83 ◦, whereas a rotation
angle of 107 ◦ leads to the smallest coverage probability. These
findings imply that the proper setting of the rotation angle of
the main axis is crucial to guarantee satisfactory performance.
The overall procedure of the proposed FiFo method, which
includes three phases, is summarized in Algorithm 1.

B. Fishbone-Shaped Data Dissemination

To disseminate a message along the fishbone-shaped for-
warding paths, we explain how relay selection information is
forwarded while each device determines whether or not to
relay. We first describe a new message format for FiFo and
then explain the detailed procedure by which the message is
propagated. As shown in Fig. 11, the FiFo-enabled message
contains the following fields.

• Source Device ID: Identification of the sender (i.e. the
previous relay device);

• Message Sequence Number: A unique number to identify
the message;

• Number of Paths: The total number of the main and sub
axes;

• Path Information: The field containing information about
relay devices in each forwarding path.

The number of path information fields is determined by the
number of paths and each piece of path information includes
the following specific fields:

• Path ID: Identification of the path;
• Number of Relays: The number of relay devices in the

corresponding path;
• Relay Flag: A flag indicating whether it is a relay device

that has passed a path junction;
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Fig. 11: FiFo-enabled message format.

Fig. 12: An example of data dissemination based on the FiFo-
enabled message format.

• Relay Device ID: Identification of the relay device in the
corresponding path.

The source device ID and message sequence number are used
to check for message duplication. When receiving a message,
each device verifies its first relay device ID in the first-path
information field. If the relay device ID is matched, then
the device sends a message to its neighbor as a relay. In
contrast, if the relay flag is marked, then the device checks
for another relay device ID, which is the first relay node ID
of the following path information field. If the relay device
ID is matched, then the device forwards the message as the
first device that starts relaying along another path. When the
relay flag is not marked, after excluding its own ID from the
path information and updating the field value (the number of
relays), the device selected as a relay forwards the message. In
contrast, if the relay flag is marked, then the forwarding path
information to be delivered varies significantly depending on
the path to which the relay device belongs. An example of this
procedure is illustrated in Fig. 12, where there are two paths
including one main axis and one sub axis.

V. Dataset Description

In this section, we elaborate on our real-world dataset,
which includes the network topology. The distribution of
IoT devices (or users equipped with IoT devices) in two-
dimensional wireless networks is typically modeled by a
homogeneous Poisson point process (PPP) owing to its an-
alytical tractability [19]. However, user distribution is not
completely spatially random, that is, users are either clustered
or sometimes more regularly distributed. Clustered users may
occur owing to geographical factors, especially in large-scale
(e.g., city-scale or borough-scale) networks; for example, in
a social gathering, people tend to cluster into small groups,
while in a downtown area, users are clustered indoors such

TABLE I: Statistics of the dataset: the number of Twitter users

Region Number of users
New York City (as whole city) 13,253
Down-town region in New York City (8km2) 3,341

as in buildings, and in a cognitive network, active cognitive
users tend to be clustered. Thus, the location of devices can
also be modeled as a stationary and isotropic Poisson cluster
process [20]. Because the performance of our data dissemina-
tion depends heavily on user distribution, it is imperative to
use real geolocation information collected from mobile phones
and online social network data.

In our study, to evaluate the performance of our data dissem-
ination method (i.e., FiFo), we use a Twitter dataset, previously
used in [21] and collected globally via the Twitter Streaming
Application Programming Interface (API) from September 22,
2014 to October 23, 2014 (about one month). This is because
Twitter [22] is currently one of the most popular microblogs
(or social media), and at the start of 2015, it played a vital
role in facilitating social contacts, boasting 284 million active
users per month, publishing 500 million tweets daily from
their web browsers and smartphones. It was found that the
streaming API returns an almost complete set of geo-tagged
tweets matching a query provided by the streaming API user
despite sampling.

From the entire dataset in [21], through query processing
with geographic bounding boxes (expressed as both latitude
and longitude), we then obtained the filtered geo-tagged tweets
that were posted only in New York City (the most populous
city in the US) and a certain downtown region in the city with
an area of 8km2, as illustrated in Fig. 13. These two regions
were selected because they provide a high population density
and high Twitter popularity, which fit into data dissemination
environments. Thereafter, from the above-filtered tweets, we
focused only on four-hour records that took place between 0
am and 4 am UTC/GMT. These short-term (four hours) records
are sufficient to examine how data are disseminated via short-
range D2D communications.

The statistics of the used Twitter data are summarized in
Table I. In this dataset, each tweet record has a geo-tag and
a timestamp indicating where, when, and by whom the tweet
was sent. The location information provided by the geo-tag
is denoted by latitude and longitude, which are measured in
degrees, minutes, and seconds.

We examine data from all possible devices (sources) that
indicate the user’s location at the time that they access Twitter.
The statistics based on our dataset demonstrate that a large
majority of Twitter users in our sample posted geo-tagged
tweets through smartphones rather than web browsers on a
desktop or laptop computer. This reveals that our dataset is
much more inclined towards geo-tagged tweets transmitted
through GPS interface-enabled IoT devices.

Each tweet contains several entities that are distinguished
by their respective fields. For our data dissemination analysis,
we adopt the following four essential fields from the data of
the tweets:
• user_id_str: string representation of the sender ID
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(a) New York City in the US (b) New York City (as whole city) (c) Down-town region in New York City
(8km2)

Fig. 13: IoT-device distribution over two query regions in New York City.

• lat: latitude of the sender
• lon: longitude of the sender
• created_at: UTC/GMT time when the mention is deliv-

ered, i.e., the timestamp
Note that the two location fields, lat and lon, correspond
to spatial (geo-tagged) information, whereas the last field,
created_at, represents temporal (time-stamped) information.

VI. Numerical Evaluation

In this section, we first present four benchmark data dissem-
ination methods for comparative studies. After describing our
performance metrics and experimental settings, we compre-
hensively evaluate the performance of our FiFo method and the
four benchmark methods. In addition, we evaluate the runtime
complexity of all the methods.

A. Benchmark Methods

Detailed descriptions of the four benchmark data dissemi-
nation methods in massive IoT networks are as follows.
• Epidemic routing [7]: This benchmark method performs

omni-directional contact-based diffusion to improve net-
work connectivity. The epidemic routing rapidly dis-
tributes messages over the underlying wireless network
at the cost of excessive overlaps of transmission ranges
of devices.

• Modified broadcast incremental power (BIP) [9]: An-
other benchmark method for alleviating the excessive, un-
necessary message transmissions/receptions is BIP, which
is built on a spanning tree rooted at a given device. Its
computational overhead is relatively heavy owing to the
broadcast tree construction process. Note that, unlike the
original BIP algorithm in [9], the modified BIP algorithm
used in this study does not perform power control.

• Probabilistic flooding (PF) [10], [11]: In probabilistic
flooding, upon receiving a new message for the first time,
each device (receiver) rebroadcasts the message once with
a certain probability p f (which will be specified later).
This results in a significant reduction in the number
of receptions compared to the epidemic forwarding. In
our experiments, as each device determines whether to
forward the received message randomly, we run this
algorithm 5 × 104 times for a given setting to calculate
the average performance.

• Neighbor-based probabilistic broadcast (NPB) [12]:
This is a probabilistic broadcast algorithm based on
the knowledge of neighboring devices that determines
a rebroadcast probability. To calculate the rebroadcast
probability, NPB uses the number of uncovered neighbor
devices along with an additional coverage ratio and an
adaptive connectivity factor. As a result, according to the
device density and distributions, NPB adaptively obtains
the rebroadcast probability of each device.

B. Key Performance Metric

To empirically validate the performance of the proposed
FiFo method over the above four benchmark methods, we
access the performance via a new metric called forwarding
efficiency, which is appropriate for the performance evaluation
of data dissemination.

The forwarding efficiency η is defined as the ratio of the
coverage probability to the average number of transmissions
per device, and is expressed as

η =

∑
i∈N I(i)∑
i∈N F (i)

, (10)

where N is the set of IoT devices in the underlying network,
F (i) is the number of transmissions at device i, and I(i) is an
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(a) Initial network deployment of an addi-
tional relay device (marked with a red cross
(‘×’))

(b) Data dissemination without the relay de-
ployment, where devices that have received
no message are marked with a blue circle
(‘•’)

(c) Data dissemination with the relay deploy-
ment, where devices that have received no
message are marked with a blue circle (‘•’)

Fig. 14: Data dissemination map before and after performing our FiFo method by deploying an additional relay device at
(5848.28, 3682.84) over the query region.

indicator function. If device i receives a message successfully,
I(i) = 1; otherwise, I(i) = 0. The coverage probability is
calculated as

∑
i∈N I(i)
|N|

, where |N| is the cardinality of N .

C. Experimental Settings

In this subsection, the experimental setup is described. As
specified in Section V, we use the Twitter dataset collected
from a certain downtown region in New York City to model a
network environment in which devices (users) are clustered
(see Fig. 13 for device distribution). Because allowing a
sufficiently large number of hops through relaying devices is
not feasible, especially for delay-sensitive applications, such
as emergency and disaster alarms, we limit the number of
maximum allowable hops for each message to a certain value.
In other words, if the running algorithm exceeds the maximum
number of hops, it is terminated. In our experiments, the
maximum number of hops is set to 25; however, it can also
be set to a different value, depending on the circumstances.

D. Experimental Results

Our empirical study is designed to answer the following
four research questions (RQs).
• RQ1. How does the location of a source device affect the

performance?
• RQ2. How does adding an additional relay device influ-

ence the performance?
• RQ3. How much does FiFo improve the energy efficiency

compared to existing studies?
• RQ4. How does the combination of the main axis of FiFo

and existing studies influence performance?
To answer these research questions, we comprehensively

perform the following experiments.
1) Location of a Source Device (RQ1): In our experiments,

we consider two scenarios: the fixed and random locations of
a source device. For the fixed case, as shown in Fig. 14, a
device located near the main axis is selected as a source such
that our FiFo method disseminates messages quite effectively

along the created main axis and sub-axes. In Fig. 14(a), a
device with a red cross (‘×’) represents an additional relay
device. In Figs. 14(b) and 14(c), devices with a red circle
(‘•’) and devices with a blue circle (‘•’) represent devices
that have relayed a message and no message, respectively. The
(relative) x- and y-coordinates of the source device is set to
(0, 0) (see Fig. 14(a)). However, for the random case, a source
device is randomly selected for each experiment. We run each
algorithm 5×104 times while randomly changing the location
of the source device.

A performance comparison between our FiFo method and
four benchmark message forwarding methods in Section VI-A,
including epidemic routing, modified BIP, and probabilistic
flooding, is presented in Table II with respect to the forwarding
efficiency, where the results for two source device deployment
scenarios are shown. From Table II, our findings are as follows.

• The FiFo method significantly and consistently outper-
forms all benchmark methods in terms of the forwarding
efficiency. The maximum improvement rate of our FiFo
method (X) over the second-best performer (Y) (i.e.,
modified BIP) is 79.08%, where the improvement rate
(%) is given by X−Y

Y × 100.
• For all methods, only a marginal gain in performance

is achieved when a fixed source location is used over
its counterpart (i.e., a random source location). This,
however, does not apply to the probabilistic flooding
results (p f = 0.1). This implies that the location of a
source device does not play a crucial role in determining
the performance of the message forwarding method.

• Epidemic routing exhibits the worst performance among
the four methods. This is because epidemic routing is
inherently designed to enhance the network connectivity
at the cost of high overlaps of transmission ranges of
devices, thus resulting in a large number of transmissions
per device.

• Likewise, as the forwarding probability p f increases, the
performance of probabilistic flooding gets degraded due
to the increment in the number of message transmis-
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TABLE II: Performance comparison of FiFo and benchmark
algorithms in terms of η under the fixed and random locations
of a source device.

Method Fixed location Random location
Epidemic routing [7] 0.0124 0.0125
PF (p f = 0.1) [11] 0.0591 0.0756
PF (p f = 0.5) [11] 0.0208 0.0224

NPB [12] 0.1213 0.1208
Modified BIP [9] 0.1984 0.1723
FiFo (Proposed) 0.3553 0.3089

TABLE III: Comparison of the performances of FiFo without
deploying an additional relay device and benchmark algo-
rithms in terms of

∑
i∈N I(i)
|N|

and η when the location of the
source device is fixed.

Method Coverage prob. Forwarding eff.
Epidemic routing [7] 0.8982 0.0117

PF (p f =0.1) [11] 0.6677 0.0624
PF (p f =0.5) [11] 0.8751 0.0208

NPB [12] 0.8375 0.1215
Modified BIP [9] 0.7971 0.1960
FiFo (Proposed) 0.8521 0.3421

sions/receptions.
• Although NPB is a topology-aware data dissemination

method, it still has practical challenges in discovering
both central data dissemination spine and relay devices.
Thus, the improvement of the forwarding efficiency η is
not significantly large compared to PF.

2) Deployment of an Additional Relay (RQ2): Although
our FiFo method significantly outperforms benchmark meth-
ods in terms of forwarding efficiency, it is likely that the
transmission range covered by IoT devices may be limited
because of potential coverage holes, as illustrated in Fig. 14(b).
Thus, a non-negligible number of devices may not be able to
receive the disseminated messages. To overcome this problem,
we consider an additional relay, such as a movable relay
device or an unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV), as a replen-
ishment step built upon the FiFo method, which enables us
to forward the messages to devices within each coverage
hole. In our experiments, we deployed this additional relay at
(5848.28, 3682.84), corresponding to the x- and y-coordinates,
to effectively serve the devices that are within the coverage
hole existing in the lower right area (see Fig. 14(b)), where
the source device is assumed to be fixed at (0, 0) (i.e., a fixed
source location is assumed). Figs. 14(b) and 14(c) illustrate
the data dissemination map before and after performing the
FiFo method with additional relay deployment, respectively.

A performance comparison between our FiFo method and
four benchmark message forwarding methods is presented
in Table III with respect to the coverage probability and
forwarding efficiency, where the results with and without the
additional relay are shown. From Table III, the following
observations can be made.

• For the case in which an additional relay is deployed, the
FiFo method also significantly outperforms all benchmark
methods in terms of the forwarding efficiency. In this
case, the improvement rate of FiFo over the second best

Fig. 15: Energy efficiency α of FiFo and four benchmark
methods according to different values of the power amplifier
efficiency β, where the fixed location of a source device and
no deployment of an additional relay device are assumed.

performer (i.e., modified BIP) is 74.54% in terms of the
forwarding efficiency.

• When our FiFo method is employed, the forwarding effi-
ciency gap between the cases with and without the relay
deployment is very marginal, while the enhancement of
the coverage probability is quite remarkable by adding
only one additional relay.

• Epidemic routing exhibits the highest coverage probabil-
ity; however, the gain over FiFo is quite negligible.

• In probabilistic flooding, as the forwarding probability p f

increases, the coverage probability is largely improved,
which is rather obvious.

3) Energy Efficiency (RQ3): To show the energy con-
sumption characteristics of each algorithm, we present energy
efficiency α as another performance metric, which is defined
as the ratio of the coverage probability to the total amount of
power consumed by all devices and is expressed as

α =

∑
i∈N I(i)

Pt
β

∑
i∈N F (i) + Pr

∑
i∈N R(i) + Ps

∑
i∈N U(i)

, (11)

where β is the power amplifier efficiency; Pt, Pr, and Ps

are the transmit power, receive power, and standby power,
respectively, per device; F (i) is the number of transmissions
at device i; R(i) is the number of receptions at device i; and
U(i) is the number of devices that receive no message sent
by device i. Similar to [23], [24], we set Pt, Pr, and Ps to
480mW, 75mW, and 0.015mW, respectively.

Fig. 15 shows the energy efficiency α (W−1) of FiFo and the
benchmark message forwarding methods according to different
values of β ∈ [0, 1] when the fixed location of a source device
and no deployment of an additional relay device are assumed.
Our findings are as follows.
• The proposed FiFo consistently outperforms all bench-

mark methods based on the overall values of β.
• Unlike the case of the forwarding efficiency, the per-

formance of PF (p f = 0.1) is superior to that of PF
(p f = 0.5). This is because PF (p f = 0.1) utilizes a less
number of relay devices, thus resulting in a lower number
of receptions.
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TABLE IV: Performance comparison of FiFo and its variants
in terms of η for fixed and random locations of the source
device.

Method Fixed location Random location
FiFo-MA with PF (p f =0.1) 0.0759 0.0758
FiFo-MA with PF (p f =0.5) 0.0209 0.0209

FiFo-MA with NPB 0.1218 0.1198
FiFo (Proposed) 0.3553 0.3089

TABLE V: Performance comparison of FiFo and its variants
in terms of

∑
i∈N I(i)
|N|

and η for the case where the location of
the source device is fixed.

Method
∑

i∈N I(i)
|N|

η

FiFo-MA with PF (p f =0.1) 0.7984 0.0759
FiFo-MA with PF (p f =0.5) 0.8793 0.0208

FiFo-MA with NPB 0.8629 0.1213
FiFo (Proposed) 0.8521 0.3421

4) FiFo Variants (RQ4): To compare the performance
of FiFo with various topology-aware broadcasting strategies
exploiting the status of neighboring devices, we employ sev-
eral FiFo variants. In Tables IV and V, FiFo-MA represents
the main axis creation component of FiFo. Built upon FiFo-
MA, we make two variants in combination with PF and
NPB. Although these variants exploit the main axis creation
part of FiFo, we can see that many limitations still exist
in choosing relay devices that disseminate messages. Our
empirical evaluation clearly demonstrates that the performance
of the proposed FiFo is much superior to that of its variants.

E. Empirical Evaluation of Complexity

In this subsection, we empirically demonstrate runtime
complexity via experiments. A fixed location of the source
device and no deployment of an additional relay are assumed
for the complexity evaluation. In Fig. 16, we show the runtime
complexity in seconds when the FiFo and four benchmark
methods, including epidemic routing, probabilistic flooding
(with p f = 0.1, 0.5), NPB, and modified BIP, are executed.
For probabilistic flooding, because we run the algorithm
5×104 times for a given experimental setting, we measure the
average runtime. From Fig. 16, it is observed that the FiFo
method requires only 66.64% of the runtime required by the
modified BIP (the second-best performer) while exhibiting a
much higher forwarding efficiency than the modified BIP. In
addition, the runtime complexity of epidemic routing and FiFo
is comparable; nevertheless, the gain of FiFo over epidemic
routing in terms of forwarding efficiency is significant (refer
to Tables II and III).

VII. RelatedWork

The method proposed in this study is related to data-
dissemination approaches in wireless ad hoc networks.

Data dissemination in static networks. The study of
data dissemination, also known as message forwarding or
flooding, in wireless ad hoc networks where static devices are
deployed, has been steadily conducted in the literature. A well-
known algorithm called epidemic routing [7] was presented to

Fig. 16: Runtime complexity (in seconds) of the FiFo and
four benchmark methods, where a fixed location of the source
device and no deployment of a relay device are assumed.

improve network connectivity, particularly in desert, sea, and
disaster environments. In [7], through multiple handshaking
steps for message exchanges among nodes, messages were
rapidly distributed over the underlying network at the cost
of excessive overlaps of transmission ranges of nodes owing
to omnidirectional contact-based diffusion. As an alternative,
BIP [9], which alleviates excessive and unnecessary message
transmissions/receptions, was proposed for message forward-
ing. Because the BIP algorithm is built upon a spanning tree
rooted at a given node, it incurs heavy computational overhead
when constructing the broadcast tree. In addition, in delegation
forwarding [25], a node performs message forwarding only
to a neighboring node with the best quality metric, which
ensures satisfactory performance with a low transmission cost.
However, there is still a practical challenge in developing the
delegation forwarding algorithm because the distribution of
node qualities is usually unknown and its message delivery
latency is very high. Furthermore, to overcome the problem
of unnecessary message transmissions/receptions in epidemic
routing, probabilistic flooding techniques(e.g., see [10], [11]
and references therein) have been developed for static ad hoc
networks. Specifically, in [10], [11], upon receiving a new
message for the first time, each node (receiver) rebroadcasts
the message once with a certain probability, which results in a
significant reduction in the number of receptions compared to
epidemic forwarding. Moreover, although a fishbone structure-
based data dissemination method was proposed to analyze a
forwarding path in a static and small-scale sensor network
environment, this method still poses many challenging prob-
lems, including relay selection, when applied to a large-scale
network environment [26].

Data dissemination in mobile networks. Several message
forwarding algorithms have been presented for mobile delay-
tolerant networks (DTNs) [27], [28], [29], [30]. The algorithms
designed for mobile DTNs were built mostly based on contact-
based routing strategies that exploit social behaviors while
handling long delays and a dynamic network topology.

Discussion. While epidemic forwarding is known to per-
form quite satisfactorily in terms of coverage probability, its
applicability to low-power IoT devices is questionable because
a large amount of transmit power is caused by excessive
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broadcasting, yielding many duplicate message receptions at
each node. Even if BIP was designed to reduce unnecessary
message transmissions/receptions, the judicious design of an
effective forwarding algorithm that maximizes the forward
efficiency with an acceptable computational complexity so that
it is suitable for ad hoc networks in which low-power IoT
devices are deployed would remain an open problem. Because
contact-based routing schemes in [27], [28], [29], [30] utilize
contact opportunities among mobile devices that are moving
around in a rather small area, they are not applicable to our
large-scale static network setting.

VIII. Concluding Remarks

In this study, we explored an open yet important problem of
how to develop an effective data dissemination algorithm in the
sense of both increasing the coverage probability and reduc-
ing the number of transmissions for massive IoT networks.
To address this challenge, we presented a new performance
metric termed the forwarding efficiency and proposed the
FiFo method, consisting of three phases, aimed at improving
the performance metric with an acceptable computational
complexity. More specifically, in Phase 1, we performed device
clustering based on UPGMA; in Phases 2 and 3, we discovered
a fishbone by creating the main axis and sub axes, respectively.
Using a Twitter dataset, including our network topology, we
demonstrated that our FiFo method is superior to the four
benchmark data dissemination algorithms and exhibits an up
to 74.54% higher forwarding efficiency than the second-best
performer (i.e., the modified BIP). Furthermore, we extended
the proposed FiFo method to a case in which an additional
relay was deployed over the network to avoid any potential
coverage holes. In this case, we also validated the effects and
benefits of our method with respect to coverage probability as
well as forwarding efficiency.

Potential avenues for future research include the design of
a more sophisticated data dissemination algorithm based on
deep-learning models that exploit the topological information
of the underlying network.
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